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PEARLS OF LOWER SILESIA
Lower Silesia is a fascinating region packed with natural wonders, historic cities, splendid palaces and
unsolved mysteries. All of it makes it one of the most visited voivodeship in Poland. Unique place for an
excellent day journey that offers plenty to explore.

PROGRAM ITINERARY

07.30 am

9 am

11 am

2.30 pm

5.15 pm

departure from
Wroclaw

Church of Peace in
widnica
(approx. 30 mins)

Książ Castle;
inside + view point
(approx. 2 hrs 15 mins)

Undeground City
Os wka
(approx. 2 hrs)

Jedlinka Palace dinner
(approx. 2 hrs)

PRICE PER PERSON

PRICE INCLUDES

390.00 PLN / 95.00 euro

-

7.15 pm
- 9 pm
departure & arrival
do Wroclaw

english speaking tour guide during the whole programme
transfers by private bus
entrance tickets to all attractions from the programme
3-course lunch in brewery in Jedlinka Palace incl. glass of
water and tea/coffee
- regional beer tasting (4 types of beer) in Jedlinka Palace
- bottle of water in a bus
- headset provided for sightseeing

The minimum number of participants: 15 people
In case of lower amount of people organizator reserve the right to cancel the trip.

BISSOLE BUSINESS TRAVEL

Time of travel: full day trip. Departure from Wroclaw at around 7.30 am, return at 9 pm.

CHURCH OF PEACE IN

WIDNICA

The largest wooden baroque church in the world.

Inscribed on the World Heritage List of UNESCO, located on the old Protestant cemetery.
Churches of Peace in widnica and Jawor bear testimony to the quest for religious
freedom and are a rare expression of Lutheran ideology in an idiom generally associated
with the Catholic Church.

KSIĄŻ CASTLE
The Pearl of Lower Silesia.
Erected in the 13th century, the third largest castle in Poland, beautifully surrounded by
the forest at the height of 395m above sea level. Moreover Ksiaz castle was home to many
noble families. Visitors can admire the majesty of numerous chambers, terraces and
surrounding gardens.

UNDERGROUND CITY OS

WKA

The last and the most developed Hitler’s headquarters, built in Lower Silesia.
The underground tourist route in Os wka complex is a system of concrete corridors,
halls of fortifications that were built on a large scale in 1943, by workers and prisoners
from the camp Gross-Rosen. Excavations are part of "Riese" complex - Hitler's biggest
quarters not only in Lower Silesia, but in the whole Reich.

WALK AROUND JEDLINKA PALACE
One of the main headquarters of the "Riese" program.

Known as the porcelain palace is one of several hundred preserved palaces in Lower
Silesia. During visit we will meet with a history of this place such as The Silesian Wars, the
times of the industrial revolution, the secrets of rich factory owners, hidden chests full of
treasures and unsolved secrets of World War II.

